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Abstract

This paper explores the potential of curriculum learn-
ing in LiDAR-based 3D object detection by proposing a
curricular object manipulation (COM) framework. The
framework embeds the curricular training strategy into both
the loss design and the augmentation process. For the
loss design, we propose the COMLoss to dynamically pre-
dict object-level difficulties and emphasize objects of dif-
ferent difficulties based on training stages. On top of the
widely-used augmentation technique called GT-Aug in Li-
DAR detection tasks, we propose a novel COMAug strategy
which first clusters objects in ground-truth database based
on well-designed heuristics. Group-level difficulties rather
than individual ones are then predicted and updated during
training for stable results. Model performance and general-
ization capabilities can be improved by sampling and aug-
menting progressively more difficult objects into the train-
ing samples. Extensive experiments and ablation studies re-
veal the superior and generality of the proposed framework.
The code is available at https://github.com/ZZY816/COM.

1. Introduction

LiDAR sensors can provide accurate, high-definition 3D
measurements of the surrounding environment. Such 3D in-
formation plays a noninterchangeable role in safety-critical
applications like 3D object detection in self-driving. How-
ever, the rich 3D information from LiDAR sensors does not
come without problems. Usually presented in the form of
a point cloud, LiDAR data suffers from (i) non-uniformity:
the point density decreases monotonically as the laser range
increases; (ii) orderless: the geometry of a point cloud re-
mains unchanged even if all of its points are randomly shuf-
fled. (iii) sparsity: when quantized into voxel grids, a sig-
nificant portion of the voxels are empty;

To build a robust and performant LiDAR object detector,
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(a) Early stage. (b) Later stage.

Figure 1. The proposed Curricular Object Manipulation (COM)
works in an easy-to-hard manner. In early stages, COMAug con-
strains the augmented objects (highlighted in red) to be easy ones
and COMLoss down-weights losses from difficult objects (marked
in boxes with thin lines). Objects with varying degrees of diffi-
culty are inserted into the point clouds in later stages. On the other
hand, hard objects will contribute more to loss values as training
progresses. Best viewed in color.

different data representations have been explored to allevi-
ate the non-uniformity and orderless challenges. Feature
extraction from the raw orderless point cloud can be made
possible by performing radius search or nearest neighbor
search in the 3D Euclidean space [6, 32, 41, 56]. Another
popular solution is to quantize the input point cloud into a
fixed grid of voxels [61] or pillars of voxels [21]. At the
price of quantization error, later processing can be done ef-
ficiently on the regular voxel pillars or grids [52].

But these different data representations do not change
the sparsity of the LiDAR point cloud data. Compared with
image object detection tasks, sparse point clouds contain
much less input stimuli and positive samples for neural net-
work training, as depicted in Figure 1. Thus, effective data
augmentation strategies are critical for faster model con-
vergence and better detection performance [13, 18, 31, 50,
52]. Among them, GT-Aug [52] (see Figure 2) is widely
adopted. GT-Aug first aggregates ground truth labels from
the training dataset into a database. During training, ran-
domly selected samples from the database are inserted into
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Figure 2. 3D object detection mAP of the car category with hard
difficulties on the KITTI dataset from 2018 to 2021. It is obvi-
ous from the figure that the GT-Aug strategy boosts the KITTI
3D object detection benchmark by a large margin since its incep-
tion [52]. GT-Aug has since become the de facto augmentation
practice in popular open source toolkits [7, 48].

the point cloud to amplify the supervision signal.
Notice that GT-Aug treats all samples in the database

equally, and all epochs of the training process equally. It
has brought to our attention that selecting too many hard
examples at early stages may overwhelm the training, while
selecting too many easy samples at the later stages may
slow the model convergence. Similar conclusions were also
reached independently in the facial recognition field [16].
This important finding raises two questions for the widely
used GT-Aug strategy: (i) at a given training stage, how to
select samples that benefit the current stage the most, (ii) at
different training stages, how to adjust the sampling strate-
gies accordingly. However, solving these two questions is
not yet enough as the original objects in the training sam-
ple can also be ill-suited for current training. Therefore, we
raise one additional question as (iii) how to properly handle
augmented objects as well as original objects can contribute
to the model performance.

This work answers the above questions by leveraging
curriculum learning. Curriculum learning draws inspiration
from the human cognitive process, which begins with eas-
ier concepts and gradually moves on to more complicated
ones [1, 44]. Enlightened by such easy-to-hard paradigm,
we propose a curricular object manipulation (COM) frame-
work for the LiDAR object detection task. Our framework
consists of (i) COMLoss to manipulate the contributions
from objects of different difficulties, and (ii) COMAug to
manipulate the sampling process in GT-Aug.

In the COM framework, we employ the classification
loss as a simple yet effective proxy for object difficulties.
The COMLoss suppresses loss contributions from hard ob-
jects in earlier stages and gradually looses the suppression,
as depicted in Fig. 1. Unfortunately, using classification
score as the difficulty proxy can cause an inevitable para-
dox in COMAug. Specifically, COMAug relies on update-
to-date scores of all objects to perform difficulty-adaptive
augmentation. In contrast, all objects should be sampled
recently for augmentation to update their scores, which is
impossible because of the limited number of augmented ob-
jects in each training frame. We design a clustering based
method to address such paradox: objects with similar diffi-

culties are grouped together, and the difficulty estimates are
updated for the groups rather than for the individual objects.
During training, hard groups will be sampled with mono-
tonically increasing probabilities as epoch increases, while
objects within each group will be sampled uniformly. In our
work, objects are grouped by their geometry attributes, such
as distance, dimension, angle, and occupancy ratio.

We demonstrate the efficacy of our proposed method
through extensive experiments and ablation studies. In sum-
mary, our contributions include:

• We propose the COM framework which embeds the
easy-to-hard training strategy into both loss design and
augmentation process in LiDAR-based object detec-
tion. For the loss design, COMLoss is introduced to
dynamically predict object-level difficulties, based on
which we emphasize objects to different extents when
the training proceeds. For the augmentation, a well-
designed COMAug first clusters objects in ground-
truth database with carefully-picked heuristics. During
training, COMAug updates group-level difficulties and
controls sampling process in augmentation in a curric-
ular manner.

• To the best of our knowledge, COM is the first to ex-
plore the potentials of curriculum learning in conven-
tional LiDAR-based 3D object detection task. Exten-
sive experiments and ablation studies reveal the supe-
riority and generality of the proposed framework.

2. Related Works

2.1. LiDAR-based 3D Object Detection

LiDAR based object detection aims at localizing objects
of interest from the input point cloud. Current works in
this area can be roughly classified based on their LiDAR
data representation. Range view based solutions [2, 4, 12,
30, 46] have high computation efficiency due to the com-
pactness of the 2D range view representation, but usually
have inferior detection performance caused by the 2D-3D
dimensional gaps. By directly extracting features from raw
point clouds, point-based detectors [6, 24, 32, 33, 39, 40,
41, 55, 56, 59, 60] achieve satisfying performances but
commonly suffer from high computational costs incurred
by radius search or nearest neighbor queries in the 3D Eu-
clidean space. In contrast, voxel-based detectors first trans-
form non-uniform point clouds into regular 2D pillars or
3D voxels and employ convolutions for efficient process-
ing in later stages. Pioneering works, including Voxel-
Net [61] and PointPillars [21], demonstrate great efficiency-
utility trade-off, thus attract much attention from the com-
munity [9, 10, 11, 52, 58]. Without loss of generality, we
primarily focus on voxel-based methods in our experiments.
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2.2. Data Augmentation in Point Clouds

Constrained by the enormous annotation cost, pub-
lic LiDAR datasets usually come in with much smaller
volume compared with image datasets, e.g., 15K frames
in KITTI [14] compared with 328K images in MS-
COCO [26]. Thus, effective data augmentation strategies
are critical for the performance and the generalization capa-
bilities of LiDAR object detection models.

In addition to simple geometry deformations, such as
random rotation, random flip, and translation, LiDAR tasks
usually employ ground-truth augmentation [52] to miti-
gate the sparsity issue in point clouds. Before training,
ground truth objects with their corresponding point clouds
are first collected into a database. During training, addi-
tional ground truth objects sampled from the database are
concatenated into current training point to supplement the
supervision. This strategy, termed as GT-Aug, has been
widely used in current literature [37, 38, 52, 53, 55, 58] and
popular open source toolkits [7, 48]. Thus, our experiments
are concentrated on the most effective GT-Aug strategy.

2.3. Curriculum Learning

Curriculum learning improves model performance and
generalization by progressively drawing harder data sam-
ples for training [1, 3, 5, 15, 17, 19, 23, 34, 44]. In spite of
the fact that curriculum learning has demonstrated its effec-
tiveness in certain classification tasks, its application in ob-
ject detection tasks [3, 36], especially in LiDAR 3D detec-
tion [54], remains largely unexplored. In Saxena et al. [36],
each object is assigned with a difficulty value that is updated
by gradient during training. Superloss [3] proposes to find
close-form solutions on the fly and down-weight contribu-
tions of samples with high variance. In our work, we simply
employ the loss value as the indicator of difficulty. Without
loss of generality, the module can be directly replaced by
those in works[3, 36] for better performance.

In addition to training recipe, curriculum learning is also
proved to be successful for data augmentation [27, 35, 47,
49]. Following the same high-level idea of presenting syn-
thetic data with increasing difficulties, we aim at designing
a curricular scheme for the GT-Aug in point clouds.

3. Methodology

In this section, we present details of the curriculum
object manipulation (COM) framework, as illustrated in
Fig. 3. Basic concepts and notations in LiDAR-based object
detection are first reviewed in Sec. 3.1. COMLoss, which
manipulates the losses from objects of different difficulties,
is described in Sec. 3.2. COMAug, which manipulates the
object sampling process in GT-Aug, is described in Sec. 3.3.

3.1. Notations and Definitions

The GT-Aug strategy firstly collects a database B =
{(xi, yi)}n1 of ground-truth objects. For each ground-truth
object, 3D coordinates and additional features (such as in-
tensity, elongation, etc.) for 3D points belonging to the ob-
ject are collected as xi, while human annotations (such as
bounding box center position, dimension, yaw angle, cate-
gory, etc.) are collected as yi. At any given training sample,
assuming there are P annotated ground-truth objects in the
current LiDAR point cloud, the GT-Aug strategy works by
complementing the target objects up to a predefined thresh-
old Γ by sampling Q = min(0,Γ − P ) objects from the
pre-collected database B.

Given the P original objects and the Q augmented ob-
jects, the optimization objective for LiDAR based 3D object
detectors can be summarized into the general form below:

L =
1

N

(
Ln +

P∑
p=1

(Lp
c + Lp

r) +

Q∑
q=1

(Lq
c + Lq

r)

)
(1)

For original objects p and augmented objects q, their clas-
sification loss Lc and regression loss Lr are both taken into
consideration during training. Ln is introduced to handle
the point cloud background. The normalization factor N ,
which depends on the number of positive labels, is usually
customized by different detection models.

3.2. COMLoss

The first component of the COM framework is the COM-
Loss aiming at improving the model performance and gen-
eralization capabilities by the curriculum learning scheme.
Despite the demonstrated success of curriculum learning
in classification tasks, applying the curriculum learning
paradigm in the object detection context has rarely been re-
searched [3, 36]. There are two potential causes of the situ-
ation. Firstly, the curriculum learning framework treats one
image sample indivisibly and performs sample-wise manip-
ulation for classification tasks. In contrast, one sample (im-
age or point cloud) in the object detection context typically
contains objects of varying difficulties, necessitating object-
level difficulty predictions and pacing patterns. Secondly,
modern object detectors usually have some hard-mining
strategies built-in, for example, through OHEM [42], or fo-
cal loss [25] and its variants [22, 59]. Applying curriculum
learning into object detection tasks needs careful balance
between the easy-to-hard curriculum learning paradigm,
and the built-in hard-mining scheme.

3.2.1 Difficulty Criterion

LiDAR-based object detectors usually assign a categorical
likelihood for each predicted object of interest. Following
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Figure 3. The proposed COM framework is mainly composed of COMAug and COMLoss. (1) COMAug firstly clusters objects in the
ground-truth database into G groups by well-designed heuristics. At the beginning of each epoch, these groups are assigned with scores
{sg}G1 based on a score pool storing the predicted difficulties of sampled objects in the last epoch. According to group scores {sg}G1 , the
difficulty-adaptive sampling selects increasingly difficult objects for augmentation as training proceeds, which is realized by a curve with
a shifted-by-epoch center µt . (2) After GT-Aug inserts sampled objects into raw point clouds, COMLoss predicts difficulties for target
objects in the augmented point clouds. Then object losses are re-weighted (marked by up/down arrows) with respect to object difficulties
and training stages.

the idea that loss values can be used as alternative indica-
tors [16, 19, 29, 34], we collect the predicted classification
scores to gauge the object-level difficulties. Alternative so-
lutions of object-level difficulties estimation include using
handcrafted heuristics [43] and pre-trained models [27, 34].
Compared with these, our choice of using the classifica-
tion scores as the difficulty criterion has clear advantages:
(i) classification scores are evaluated on-the-fly as the model
being trained, thus these scores align much better with the
model optimization status quo, compared with pre-trained
models or heuristics; (ii) classification scores are evaluated
as part of the forward loss computation, thus no additional
computation costs are incurred.

However, there still exists statistical divergence between
the classification score distribution and the object difficulty
distribution. Such divergence also changes as training pro-
gresses. For example, scores of easy objects tend to be small
at early training stages, while hard object scores can be rel-
atively large in later stages. Using {sp}P1 , {sq}

Q
1 to repre-

sent the collected classification scores for current original
and augmented objects, we mitigate the discrepancies by
introducing an adaptive threshold τ which is essentially the
running average of the original object scores:

τ ← (1− α) · τ + α · (
∑
p

sp)/P, (2)

where τ is initialized as 0 and α is the momentum coeffi-
cient. We do not include scores of the augmented objects qi
when estimating τ as augmented objects can have fluctuat-

ing scores due to the sampling process randomness. Given
adaptive threshold τ , object difficulties are represented by:

s̃p = sp − τ, ∀p ∈ {1, 2, · · · , P},
s̃q = sq − τ, ∀q ∈ {1, 2, · · · , Q}.

(3)

It’s noteworthy to mention that a small s̃p corresponds to
hard samples. Although this is slightly counterintuitive, we
maintain it for the sake of clarity in the follow-up sections.

3.2.2 Difficulty-adaptive Loss

The goal of COMLoss is to formulate a mechanism to divert
the training focus to different objects at different stages of
model training. In particular, in earlier stages easier objects
should be emphasized while in later stages harder objects
should attract more attention. To reach this goal, we design
an adaptive weighting function w to dynamically adjust the
focus of the optimization objective as training proceeds:

w = 1 + ht · (1− eβ·s̃)/(1 + eβ·s̃),

where ht = H · (tr − t)/T.
(4)

Here s̃ is the object difficulty and β controls the curve
shape. ht is the height of the Sigmoid curve at epoch t and
T is the number of total epochs. H is a parameter to control
re-weighting degree. Before epoch tr, the ht is greater than
0 and the easy/hard samples are emphasized/suppressed re-
spectively. For epochs t > tr, hard samples are emphasized
while easy samples become down-weighted. We call the
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epoch tr as the tipping point which is an important param-
eter for COMLoss. We found through experiments that the
easy-to-hard strategy can still bring performance gains even
after setting tr very close to T . When t approaches tr ≈ T ,
the weighting function w becomes almost flat, thus treating
all objects equally. We believe that the built-in hard exam-
ple mining mechanisms (such as focal loss [22, 25, 59]) lead
to the performance gains in such scenarios.

Given the weighting function w, the proposed COMLoss
formulation becomes:

L =
1

N

(
Ln +

P∑
p=1

wp · (Lp
c + Lp

r) +

Q∑
q=1

wq · (Lq
c + Lq

r)

)
.

(5)

3.3. COMAug

During the training of LiDAR-based 3D object detec-
tors, GT-Aug randomly samples objects from the ground-
truth database B and inserts them into current training point.
Nevertheless, GT-Aug cannot foretell whether the sampled
objects would benefit the training more than the left out
ones. Intuitively, sampling harder samples in early stages
can increase learning difficulty and consequently lead to un-
stable training. On the other hand, easier samples will not
bring in much useful knowledge in the later stages.

One solution to this problem is the curricular scheme
which samples increasingly difficult objects for augmenta-
tion. But known and up-to-date object difficulty scores are
a prerequisite for such curricular scheme. To fulfill such
requirement, a naive way is to initialize object difficulties
with the same score value and update an object’s difficulty
if only sampled for augmentation. This solution however
has two significant flaws: (1) The probability of one ob-
ject to be sampled is small because of the enormous vol-
ume of the ground-truth database. Thus, object difficulties
are mostly not updated throughout training, or have predic-
tions that are severely outdated. For example, the Waymo
Open Dataset [45] contains 12.6 million 3D bounding box
annotations in LiDAR data. The probability of one vehi-
cle being sampled for augmentation during one epoch of
training is less than 1%. (2) The sampling process can be
easily trapped in a downward spiral: objects have limited
chances of being selected for augmentation, thus their dif-
ficulty estimations can be inaccurate. Improperly sampled
augmentation objects may introduce perturbations in model
training, which further hinders the reliability of the updated
difficulty estimations. These issues motivate the COMAug
to cluster objects in the database (Sec. 3.3.1) and update
group-level scores rather than individual ones (Sec. 3.3.2).
By design, COMAug is able to perform difficulty-adaptive
sampling (Sec. 3.3.3), achieving the curricular augmenta-
tion along the training process.

3.3.1 Object Clustering

The core of COMAug is to assign objects with similar prop-
erties to the same cluster. Although point cloud provides
rich geometry information for objects of interest, how to
select effective grouping criterion is critical for COMAug.
For example, extensive works have demonstrated that object
distances [8, 11, 28, 37, 53], occlusion [51], object sizes and
angles [58] are all influential factors for detection quality.

Assuming the bounding box for one object is
[x, y, z, l, w, h, α], where x, y, z are the coordinates of the
box center. l, w, h, α are the length, width, height and
heading of the box. Drawing inspirations from the litera-
ture and our empirical studies, the following four factors
are used to perform object clustering in COMAug: (1)
the distance fd to the LiDAR sensor calculated by fd =√

x2 + y2 + z2; (2) the size fs of the bounding box rep-
resented by fs = max(l, w, h); (3) the relative angle fa
between the box heading and the azimuth of the box center,
i.e., fa = α− arctan(y/x); and (4) the occupancy ratio fo
of observed area over the entire bounding box. In our imple-
mentation, we divide the object into a particular number of
equally spaced 3D voxels and assign the ratio of non-empty
ones to fo. Fig. 4 shows a visualization of clustering results
from our experiments.

Figure 4. Visualization of several groups of the vehicle class. Each
sub-graph shows the aggregation of point clouds from 20 random
objects in one group. Top four rows show vehicles with sizes fs ∈
[5, 8] meters, while bottom four rows shows vehicles with sizes
no larger than 5 meters. In each four rows, the occupancy ratio fo
increases from top to bottom. Changes of angle fa can be observed
in the left-to-right direction.

3.3.2 Group-level Score Update

We group the aggregated ground truth objects into g groups
and each group has a difficulty score {sg}G1 . At any given
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moment during training, difficulty scores of the augmented
objects (i.e., {s̃q}Q1 ), as predicted from the COMLoss, are
also gathered. For each group, we design a score pool Pg

which stores all the scores gathered during one epoch of
training (see Fig. 3). At the end of each epoch, the score of
each group sg is updated to the average of the score poolPg .
Compared with the aforementioned individual-level update
paradigm, the group-level score update can greasy lessen
the issues of outdated and unstable score predictions.

Also, we found that for group score sg , epoch-wise up-
date works better than momentum update in COMLoss. It
has brought to our attention that the distribution of group
score pool sizes |Pg| can be highly skewed during train-
ing. For example, easy groups can have a much larger
score pool, especially in early stages. Momentum update
thus will make groups update in different paces, hindering
the effectiveness of carefully designed curriculum learning
paradigm. Epoch-wise update, on the other hand, can cir-
cumvent the issue.

3.3.3 Difficulty-adaptive Sampling

The last component of COMAug is a difficulty-adaptive
sampler. Given the sampler, for each query, we first select
one group, and then randomly sample one object from the
chosen group. The sampler should further fulfill these re-
quirements: (1) adaptive to difficulty scores; (2) adaptive to
training stages; and (3) robust to the clustering results.

We introduce a Gaussian sampling curve centered at µt

with hyperparameter σ, where µt shifts with epoch number
t. With this curve, each group g is assigned with a proba-
bility pg = exp{−(s̃g − µt)

2/(2σ2)}. By this means, the
sampling is adaptive to difficulties as groups with scores
close to µt are of high chances to be selected. We conse-
quently make µt to change by epoch t to meet the second re-
quirement. Without loss of generality, we assume the group
scores {si}G1 are already sorted in descending order. Then
we assign µt with the score from harder groups as epoch t
increases. Specifically, we let

µt = sg, where g = min(⌊(λ · t/T ) ·G⌋, G), (6)

where T is the number of total epochs and λ is a hyperpa-
rameter controlling the pacing speed.

Directly using the probability pg to sample the groups
can be problematic when the clustered groups have highly
imbalanced numbers of elements. For example, with the
same group difficulties, objects in tiny groups can be re-
peatedly sampled while those in the large group will be
under-sampled. Therefore, we propose to normalize the pg
by making summations of all probabilities to be 1 as well as
considering the group size ng . In the end, the probability of

selecting group g is computed as:

pg = (pg · ng)/(

G∑
i=1

pi · ni). (7)

4. Experiments
In this section, we detail the experimental setup in

Sec. 4.1 and present the main results in Sec. 4.2. Com-
prehensive ablation studies on the proposed COMLoss and
COMAug are shown in Sec. 4.3 and Sec. 4.4, respectively.

4.1. Experimental Setup

Implementation Details. We implement our method on
top of OpenPCDet [48] and use the default configurations.
Specifically, we train all detectors for 30 epochs by an
Adam one cycle optimizer. The learning rate is warmed up
from 0.003 to 0.03 within the first 12 epochs before drop-
ping. Experiments are conducted on 8 A100 GPUs and
batch size in each GPU is 2 for CenterPoint [58], Point-
Pillars [21] and SECOND [52]. Note here we use the one-
stage and pillar-based version of CenterPoint. We fix ran-
dom seeds for fair comparisons. For GT-Aug, the thresh-
olds Γ for class vehicle, pedestrian and cyclist are 15, 10,
10 respectively.
Dataset and Metrics. Our experiments are conducted on
the large-scale Waymo Open Dataset [45] (WOD) which
contains 798 sequences for training, 202 for validation,
and 150 for testing respectively. 20% training data (32k
frames) are uniformly sampled for training. For evaluation,
we report the 3D LEVEL 1 average precision (APL1) and
LEVEL 2 average precision (APL2) on the WOD valida-
tion set, where LEVEL 1 and LEVEL 2 represent the level
of difficulty.
COM Configurations. Unless stated otherwise, the param-
eters of COMLoss are default to α = 0.001 for Eq. (2) and
tr = 30, β = −5 for Eq. (4). H in Eq. (4) is the hyperpa-
rameter in experiments. We let λ = 0.5 and σ = 0.2 in the
sampling curve in COMAug. Details of object clustering
are placed in the supplementary due to the limited space.

4.2. Main Results

In this part, we show the efficacy and generality of the
proposed COM framework on three popular LiDAR-based
3D object detectors: SECOND [52], PointPillars[21] and
CenterPoint [58]. We compare the performances of these
detectors when using GT-Aug (denoted as +GT-Aug), us-
ing COMLoss and GT-Aug (denoted as +COMLoss), using
COMAug (denoted as +COMAug), using both COMLoss
and COMAug (denoted as +COM), and using vanilla con-
figurations (denoted as +None). Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 present
the results on the pedestrian and vehicle categories.

In Tab. 1, the improvements brought by GT-Aug on
APL1 are 3.03%, 1.18% and 0.83% for the three detec-
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Detector Method
Pedestrian

3D APL1 (%) 3D APL2 (%)

SECOND [52]

+ None 62.37 54.05
+ GT-Aug 65.40 (+3.03) 57.07 (+3.02)
+ COMLoss 66.23 (+3.86) 57.77 (+3.72)
+ COMAug 66.46 (+4.09) 57.97 (+3.92)
+ COM 66.66 (+4.29) 58.14 (+4.09)

PointPillars [21]

+ None 64.36 55.98
+ GT-Aug 65.54 (+1.18) 57.20 (+1.22)
+ COMLoss 66.19 (+1.83) 57.80 (+1.82)
+ COMAug 66.75 (+2.39) 58.40 (+2.42)
+ COM 66.81 (+2.45) 58.52 (+2.54)

CenterPoint [58]

+ None 72.79 65.02
+ GT-Aug 73.62 (+0.83) 65.84 (+0.82)
+ COMLoss 74.16 (+1.37) 66.36 (+1.34)
+ COMAug 75.34 (+2.55) 67.66 (+2.64)
+ COM 75.43 (+2.64) 67.76 (+2.74)

Table 1. Performances on class pedestrian. In green are the gaps
of at least +2.0 point.

Detector Method
Vehicle

3D APL1 (%) 3D APL2 (%)

SECOND [52]

+ None 71.72 63.26
+ GT-Aug 72.40 (+0.68) 63.95 (+0.69)
+ COMLoss 72.82 (+1.10) 64.35 (+1.09)
+ COMAug 73.07 (+1.35) 64.57 (+1.31)
+ COM 73.32 (+1.60) 65.34 (+2.08)

PointPillars [21]

+ None 69.28 61.04
+ GT-Aug 70.00 (+0.72) 61.70 (+0.66)
+ COMLoss 70.78 (+1.50) 62.43 (+1.39)
+ COMAug 71.01 (+1.73) 62.88 (+1.84)
+ COM 71.38 (+2.10) 62.96 (+1.92)

CenterPoint [58]

+ None 70.97 62.54
+ GT-Aug 71.05 (+0.08) 62.66 (+0.12)
+ COMLoss 71.57 (+0.60) 63.13 (+0.59)
+ COMAug 72.03 (+1.06) 63.61 (+1.07)
+ COM 72.15 (+1.18) 64.29 (+1.75)

Table 2. Performances on class vehicle. In green are the gaps of at
least +1.0 point.

tors. COMLoss further increases these values into 3.86%,
1.83% and 1.37%. Finally, our COM improves the baseline
detectors by 4.09%, 2.54%, 2.74% on APL2, respectively.
In Tab. 2, on strongest CenterPoint detector COMLoss and
COMAug lead to the improvements of 0.60% and 1.06%,
respectively. The COM framework promotes the APL1 to
72.15, which beats the baseline value of 70.97% by 1.18%.

4.3. Ablation Studies on COMLoss

This part examines three key parameters for COMLoss
in Eq. (4): tipping point tr, parameters H , and β. Using the
CenterPoint [58] with GT-Aug as the baseline, we report the
improvements on 3D APL1 brought by our COMLoss.

Effects of parameter β. β = 0 degrades model to the base-
line and β < 0 leads to the traditional easy-to-hard strategy.
The reverse-curricular scheme is achieved using β > 0,
where the model emphasizes hard samples at early stages
and easy samples at later stages. On the other hand, decreas-
ing the absolute value |β| flattens the curve. We conduct
experiments with β ranging from -20 to 15, and present our
results in Fig. 5. We find that the reverse-curricular scheme
causes performance degradation, while steeper curve wors-
ens the situation. In contrast, the easy-to-hard scheme can
benefit the detector and β = −3 achieves the best result.

Figure 5. Effects of parameter β on vehicle (H = 1).

Effects of parameter H . Fig. 6 shows the result of the
ablation study on the parameter H , which essentially re-
flects the extent of re-weighting objects. We observe that
the improvements brought by COMLoss increase first and
then decrease as H grows larger, and the maximum perfor-
mance gain (> 0.5%) is obtained at H = 0.6.

Figure 6. Effects of parameter H on vehicle.

Effects of tipping point tr. COMLoss emphasizes easy
and hard objects correspondingly before and after the epoch
tr. This is the most crucial parameter in COMLoss as
it strikes a balance between the introduced easy-to-hard
scheme and the built-in hard-mining strategy in detector.
We conduct extensive experiments on tr with various height
H across multiple object categories, and present the results
in Fig. 7. For the class of vehicle, the performances in-
crease with tr for both H = 1 and H = 0.6. The classes
of pedestrian and cyclist observe different optimal tr in dif-
ferent cases. For example, the best tr on pedestrian is 20
for H = 0.6 and 30 for H = 1. On cyclist, the best tr is
30, 20, 25 when H is 0.3, 0.6 and 1, respectively. In each
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situation, the optimal tr is near the end of the training. Ad-
ditionally, the largest improvements are achieved with dif-
ferent Hs (i.e., H = 0.6, 1, 0.3 for vehicle, pedestrian and
cyclist) but with the same tr of 30. This situation may be
caused by the built-in hard-mining scheme in detectors. Set-
ting tr as 30 means that the re-weighting curve treats all ob-
jects equally in the end. However, hard objects are still been
emphasized because of the built-in mechanism. The whole
training therefore still follows the easy-to-hard principle.

Figure 7. Effects of tipping point tr . Best viewed in color.

4.4. Analysis on COMAug

This part presents our analysis on COMAug including
the ablation study on the object clustering as well as sev-
eral visualizations. All experiments in this part are con-
ducted with CenterPoint [58] on the vehicle category from
the Waymo Open Dataset.
Effects of clustering factors. COMAug clusters objects
by four factors including distance fd, size fs, angle fa and
occupancy ratio fo. We examine the performances of CO-
MAug with various combinations of these factors, and re-
port the results in Tab. 3. Using no factor (A0) degrades
the model to the GT-Aug baseline. Even with one factor,
COMAug (A1-A4) can already result in noticeable perfor-
mance gains. The best performing single factor A2 indi-
cates that distance is the main contributor to object difficulty
in LiDAR object detection. Improvements from A5 to A8
increase steadily as more factors are taken into account. Fi-
nal results are of improvements 0.98% and 0.95% on APL1

and APL2, respectively, when four factors are utilized.
Visualization of sampling probability. Based on the diffi-
culties predicted in the last epoch, we categorize the groups
into easy/medium-hard/hard parts which have top 1/3, mid
1/3 and bottom 1/3 of difficulty scores. Consequently, we
visualize the mean sampling probabilities for each part as
shown in Fig. 8. Note that we ignore the first epoch where
all probabilities are initialized to be the same. The trends of
these curves are shown as expected: easy groups are over-
whelmingly sampled in early stages while rarely sampled
in the end. The sampling for hard groups is in an oppo-
site pattern. For medium groups, the sampling probabilities

increase first and then decrease, and peak in the middle of
training.

Occup. Dist. Angle Size 3D APL1 (%) 3D APL2 (%)
A0 71.05 62.66
A1 ✓ 71.36 (+0.31) 62.93 (+0.33)
A2 ✓ 71.51 (+0.46) 63.11 (+0.45)
A3 ✓ 71.33 (+0.28) 62.92 (+0.32)
A4 ✓ 71.38 (+0.33) 62.98 (+0.38)
A5 ✓ ✓ 71.68 (+0.63) 63.24 (+0.31)
A6 ✓ ✓ ✓ 71.86 (+0.81) 63.41 (+0.75)
A7 ✓ ✓ ✓ 71.89 (+0.84) 63.44 (+0.78)
A8 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 72.03 (+0.98) 63.61 (+0.95)

Table 3. Performances with different clustering factors. Occup.
and Dist. stand for occupancy ratio and distance, respectively.

Figure 8. Visualization of sampling probability.

5. Conclusions and Limitations
In this work, we explore the potentials of curriculum

learning in LiDAR-based object detection by proposing a
novel curricular object manipulation (COM) framework.
We focus on loss design in the detector and sampling strat-
egy in GT-Aug, and correspondingly introduce the COM-
Loss and COMAug modules. Extensive experiments and
ablation studies on large scale benchmarks verified the effi-
cacy of our method.

However, there is still room for future research on apply-
ing curriculum learning to 3D object detection. To inspire
future work, we outline a few limitations based on our un-
derstanding: (1) our difficulty criterion depends sorely on
the classification loss while the regression difficulty is ig-
nored for the sake of efficiency. Moreover, loss-based cri-
terion is naturally affected by training noise and hysteresis
effect, and therefore may not precisely reveal difficulties.
Designing more accurate criterion is a promising direction.
(2) we group objects by four empirically validated heuris-
tics. More efforts are deserved for more appropriate group-
ing strategies as well. (3) we limit the work in the LiDAR-
based object detector with GT-Aug. This work can be ex-
tended to other LiDAR-related tasks such as multi-modality
3D object detection and point cloud segmentation.
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